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and other things a little bit, astronomy a little more. It touches

uponhistor.y much more, but it doesnttattempt to give 6 ,full

history.Some of the most important histor.i;lev.ents arn't mentioned

in the Bible because not vital in the storyof God's 'relationship

to man which is the.. purpo8o:.of the;Bible. B'ut-wt. have these -little

hints.

I came across a very interestinq ,one )us t l&ely. Some of you

may be familiar with the fact that-'within', the 1-ast few years

scientiSts have noticed a. shift toward the red tend of the spectrum

in the pictures they got .ith. theirte.].escopes of distant galaxies.
expanding

From it scientists came to, the conclu1on of. the exapanding universe.

They téll'us now that every'galaxyin the uniVérseis flying away

from every other galaxy at a tremendous 'speed. ..Thçy say that it is

as if you had one of these 1ittl.ba,loona that hasa -picture on the

outside, and youblow up the baloon and as you blow it up every

part of the picture gets ftirtheraw8y from ëvéryóthér part of the

picture. If you had strings inside the baloon with knots. on thorn

they also as you biow 4.t up, would get .f4rther,.ever one from every

other part. They. say that's the way.. thuni,rerse.t.s'epan&thng.

That's the present scientific theory. The Bible doesn't give us

that thory but thlibregg-4 It" -T-was so

interested lately to note that there are about 8 times where the

prophets in the OT speak of God as the One who stretches out the

heavens. In one case thj1s in the tense called the perfect -

it shows something has happened -- he has tretched out the heavens ..........................................

But in all the other cases it is in the particthcple showing con

tinuous action. God is the one who is stretching out the heavens.

You could not learn about tIexnfling universe from that but you
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